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A TURKISH PROSE VERSIOI\ OF FIRDA\ryST'SSHÀH.NÁMA
IN THE MANUSCRIPT COLLECTION
OF THE ST. PETERSBURGSTATE UNIVERSITY LIBRARY The collectionof Oriental manuscriptsin the St. Petersburg
State University Library cannot compare with famous
St. Petersburgmanuscriptdepositories,such as the National
Library of Russia and the St. Petersburg Branch of the
Institute of Oriental Studies (Russian Academy of Sciences).Islamic manuscriptsin the University are now concentrated in the Oriental Department of the University
Library which serves the needs of the Oriental Faculty of
the University. The teachingof three Oriental languagesArabic, Persian,and Turkish - had been provided since
the foundation of the Imperial St. Petersburg University in
1819,and a significantamount of books and manuscriptsin
these languagesbegan to come to the University from
different sources.
In the middle of the nineteenth century manuscripts
came from three large depositories: from the Imperial
Kazan Universiry, the Lycée de Richelieu in Odessa,and
the 1st Gymnasium of Kazan. Manuscripts from these three
placesremain the most valuable part of the collection. All
were registeredin the lists of Arabic, Persianand Turkish
manuscripts,made by the University scholars.The hrst was
compiled and published by C. Salemann(1849-1916),
with the help of Baron V. R. Rosen (1849-1908) in
1888[1], the secondone was editedby ProfessorAlexander Romaskevich(1885-1942) in 1925 [2]; and the last,
a catalogueof the newly arrived or newly discoveredPersian and Turkish manuscriptsin the University collection,
was preparedby ProfessorA. Tagirdjanov (1907-1983)
i n 1 9 6 7[ 3 ] .
It seemsrather strangethat the manuscript we would
like to discussin the presentarticle [4] was mentionedonly
in the last list of 1967. It is also difficult to imagine that
Salemann,who won his fame as an extra-thorough librarian, would have omitted it in his edition. Be that as it may,
the earliest information on this codex in the University
Library is contained in the 1967 catalogue by Professor
Tagirdjanov. The MS has been registered under the title

Tarjuma-yi nathrï-yi Shah-ndma.Jild-i duwwun (call number 1378) [5]. One can easily assumethat it is the translation of the celebrated Shdh-ndma by Ab['l-Qásim
FirdawsT-yiTÍisT,popular at the Turkic courts to such extent
that during the last Saljuqs, for instance, even the town
walls of their capital were adorned with FirdawsÍs
verses[6].
It is well known that Turkish literature in the early
Middle Ages was greatly influenced by literatureof Persia
and partly of Mawarannahr. Turkish court poets had a good
command of the Persian and Arabic languages and were
well trained in Persian and Arabic poetry. Probably it was
one of the reasonswhy Firdawsls Shah-nqma was translated into Turkish rather late, as compared, for example,
with the brief Arabic version of the poem datedback to the
beginning of the thirteenth century. This was made between
615ll2l8 and62311227by the Arabic historianQawámalDIn al-Bundár1 who dedicated his work to the Damascus
ruler Malik al-Mu'aqqam 'Isa (d. 1227) l7l.
As far as I know, there are fwo Turkish translations
considered to be among the earliest ones so far survived [8]. A versified Turkish translation was made by
Tátár'AlI Efendl in916ll5l0-ll
for the Mamlflk Sultán
Qans[h Gh[rï (r. 1501-17) [9]. According to Ch. Rieu.
G. N. Meredith-Owensand others, the author of this version calls himself either Sharïf or SharrfT[0], or SharÍf
AmidÍ [11], or Husayn b. ].{asanMuirammad al-l{usaynïalAmidl [2], or flusayn b. ïasan Mulrammad al-É.IusaynT
al$anafï [13]. He finished his work on Monday 2 Dh0'lHijja916l2 March151l.
The second Turkish version of Shdh-ndma (in prose)
was observed by A. A. Romaskevich in his article published in a special volume on the occasion of the l000th
anniversary of Firdawsl. As Romaskevich believed, the
translationhad been executedin 1030/ 1621-22 by some
MahdT, a court official of the Ottoman Sultan Osman II
(1618-22) [14]. This information of Romaskevich was
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most likely based on the MS in question from the
St. PetersburgStateUniversity Library, but the scholarwas
not coÍrect when mentioning both the name of the author of
the writing and the date of its compilation.
In the introduction which our MS containsthere is the
name of the author of this translation of FirdawsÍs poem.
He calls himself Madhï (fol.2b). This name is also men_
tioned on the last folio (373b) as the name of the composer
of the work.
The copy has the dedication to Sultan Osman IL On
fol. l24a the title of the book is mentioned as Kitab_i
'Uthman-khan.
The "Story of Iskandar" is concluded by
a poetical dedication to the same Sultan .Uthmàn_khán
(fol.174b):
,5.rl.r3 J.r J,rtcot.r,,,,r.
.4yj J jt"j oLbr!-,r3l

_.1s(-l .1b*,1.1<iLr
..lpJ cJl.rc ;L+,;rl^t. a5

The epilogue comprising the praise of Sultan Osman
(fol. 373b) presentsanother evidence that the volume was
finishedin the reign of OsmanII:
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So we can assertthat the author of the Turkish prose
version of Shàh-ndmc was a compiler named Madhi who
made his work for Sultan OsmanII in 162l-22. ihortlv
before the tragic deathof this ruler.
On fol. 373b there is a colophon where the name of the
transcriberand the date of copying of the MS are grven:
o,,+*Jl ;. .ill J jJ:lj
4i- $+ó ..r. Juyl
c+..r ,)<j L-lJl
q+i
_Fi,cs-r.l+t,X,ll
''ralr,l -ÈiJl r+iill o_,'p r.5".Jl .J,;l

; l}J_r
q.lc <.3J1

- that is, the MS was finished in the middle
of RabI, I
l030/December-January 1620-21 by Ibráh-rm JawrI
( T u r k .C e v r i ) .
The MS from the St. petersburg University Library
deservesspecial attention becauseof at least two reasons.
The very fact that the illustrated codex compnses
the Turkish translation of Shah-nama, dedicated t-o the
Ottoman Sultan Osman II, is interestingto a high degree.It
is known that this sultan, who was the first to attempt to
abolish the Janissarycorps, inefficiency of which was evi_
dent as early as the beginning of the seventeenthcentury,
and, according to some accounts,to transfer the Ottomán
capital to Egypt, was extremely unpopular among his court
officials. His final execution in 1622 might be règardedas
a result of this ufmost unpopularity. The writings dedicated
to this sultan are very few. The translationis amons those
few ones. Judging from the praise of Osman by tháuthor
of the translation, a takhellus of the latter, Madhl (from
madft - "praise"), was not accidentalat all. Most likelv.
the author was one of those few high-ranking Ottoman
officials who approved the politics and activities of this
sultan.
That the author of the translationwas a court official is
proved also by the fact that the MS was transcribedby one
of the most famous Turkish calligrapher Ibiahim
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Cevri (fol. 373b), and it is the secondreason why the MS
can present a special interest to the students of the Turkish
manuscripts.
Certainly, Ibrahim Cevri (d. 1654) is an outstandins
figure in the history of the Turkish art and literature of thË
seventeenthcentury. He was born between 1595_1600
and received good education,judging from his early ap_
pointment as katib (secretary) at the Imperial Chancery and
his connection to the famous S[Íïs, zawlawi Shaykh
Ismà'íl Anqarawr, as well as to a representativeof the
Melami-Bayrami order, SarrAbdullah Efendi. His link with
mawlawí order is also confirmed by his learning the art of
calligraphyfrom the mawlawr darwish.
Ibrahim Cevrï's life proves his being an extraordinary
person.His work as a secretarywas not long. It is known
that as early as 1620,when he was about 20-25 vears old.
he copied the Mathnawi by Jalál al-D-rnRiimT foi Head oi
the State Chancery (D-twán-i Humàytn), ra'is al_kuttab
Emir Qelebi Efendi. It must have been a great success,
since Ibrahim Cevrï retired soon and becameá professionaí
transcriberwho earned his living by copying manuscnpts
for most eminent Ottoman court officiali. The accounthas
survived that he could copy 1,000bayts within one day and
earn 1,000 akge. He is known to have copied Matinawí
twenty-two times, and several writings in prose of great
volume, such as Tarïkh-i llraq;àf,Kunh al_akhbarbylAlt,
and, as we can see,Madhi's translationof FirdawsÍs óo.-.
Ibrahim Cevri was not an ordinary copyist, ír. *u,
a great master of calligraphy who invented a new scnDt
known as shikasta-yi ta'tíq (Turk. taliq ktrmasr). Manu_
scripts copied by him were highly appreciated,as seen,for
example, from the fact that the Ottoman Sultan Selim III
(1789-1808) presenteda copy of Mathnawí transcribedby
Ibrahim Cevri to the famous poet and mawlawï Shaykír
Ghálib (11s7-1798).
It is worth noting that Ibrahim Cevri was also a poet.
an author of Díwan (38 copies survived), of severalpó..n,
(mathnawr).A great many of his writings and manuicripts
copied by him are preservedin the manuscript collectións
throughoutthe world [15].
All this makes our MS of the Turkish translation of
FirdawsÍs Shah-ndma especially noteworthy. It is all the
more so sincethe MS containsminiatures.
The history of the MS is fairly mysterious.Its prove_
.
nance ts not quite clear. The leavesof the book are lackins
any Oriental owners'seal.On the fly-leaf one can ,". un "i
libris with illegible but rather characteristicsignature.The
same signature we encounter in the MS from the Muslim
collection of the St. PetersburgBranch of the Institute of
Oriental Studies (Russian Academy of Sciences). This
manuscript contains an Arabic military treatise under the
title KftAb al-makhzun fi jàmi, al-funun by Ibn AbT
Khazzám (call number C 686) [16]. The rreatisehas similar
ex-libris with the signature by the same hand: .,Ex Bib_
liotheca Orientali Wenceslai" that belongs to prince
W. Rzewuski, a famous traveller and collecór of Oriental
rarities. It is known that in 1808 he brought from the East
some very valuable items. It is most probably that among
them was a manuscript comprising the above-mentioned
treatlse.
In the descriptionof Turkish manuscriptsof the Institut
,
des Langues Orientales of St. petersbu.g
lat presentthese
MSS are preserved in the St. petersburg Branch of
the Institute of Oriental Studies collection) published by
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Wonuscripto

V. D. Smirnov in 1897 there is a mention of the MS of the
Turkish translationof FirdawsÍs Shah-namawhich at that
time was found in Odessa[17]. According to the evidence
of Smirnov, this MS was preservedin the collection of the
Musée de la Société d'Histoire et d'Archéologie[18]. The
descriptionof the copy made by Smimov leads us to conclude that it is the same MS that we describehere, in this
article. We can only guessat what time it was brought to
St. Petersburg.Most probably it was sold or donatedby the
Museum to the Lycée de Richelieu in Odessaand afterwards, as a part of the Lycée collection, was transferredto
the St. PetersburgUniversity Library.
The MS representsonly the secondof the two volumes
of the Turkish translation in prose. The codex contains the
stories of Kay-Khusraw, Isfandiyár, Gushtásp, Faràmarz,
Bahman, Dáràb, Dárà b. Dàráb, Iskandar, Shápiir, Táyir,
Mánï ("MánÍ-naqqásh"), Yazdigird b. ShàpDr, Bahrám
Gh[r, Flrlz, Qubád b. FÍrDz, Khusraw N[shirwán, Khurmuzd, Bahrám Chubrna, Khusraw Parwlz, Khusraw and
Shrnn, and Yazdigird. Most likely the translator used the
Persiantext of Shah-namawhich comprisednumerous interpolations,the largest being the writing well-known as
Bahman-nama.
The structure of the work is as follows. First the author
gives a versified passagefrom the main body of Firdawsís
text in Persian;and after that he gives his adaptationof the
poem in Turkish, commentingon and decoratingplentifully
the text in prosewith Turkish verse.
Three leavesin the codex are missing (betweenfols. 32
and 33, 110 and I 11, 215 and 216). The last folio contained
probably a miniature referring to the section entitled
ÀrlJó.'lJL "h,,,,|.r.In all, there are 313 folios in the MS.
The size of the folios: 36.0x 23.0 cm, and the surface
occupiedby the text measures29.0x 14.9cm.
There are 23 lines per page. The text written in largesize nasta'líq ts framed with gold and black rules. The
margins of the pages containing miniatures are covered
with floral designs made in gold and silver. The text is
written in Indian ink, the key words are in cinnabar.
The paper is of two kinds: thick, white Oriental paper
of high quality and thin, creamy and yellow-tinted European paper (for the restoredpassages).To protect the illusffations,thin blue, green,brown and white paper with pontuseaux,verger and a water-mark (the filigree emblem of
a trefoil with letters"N", "2", and a castlewith barner) was
insertedinto the volume.
The binding is European, of cherry-brown leather
mounted on cardboard. During restoration, the leather of
the previous binding, also European,was patched on the
outer side of the coverswith a border of gilt-stampedfloral
motifs border.
Inciprt:
...otó:jc;13:.,,:,

_r .r+^i-t o5 OLj

J r4.j

gllJÀ êLr

Excipit:
...Y31 l,l:*

.,i;-

f-À,,1$

"tÁ

Y3l 6r:+3*

<..b.ll*.g.r3-3

The MS is remarkable with its fine miniatures. In all,
'unwan
there are 29 miniatures and an
performed by a professionalhand, unfortunately,anonymous.It is even possible that the miniatures were made by several artists. Since
this copy was most likely intended to be presentedto the
Sultan himself, it may be assumedthat the miniatures were

()cientolia,

vor-.3 No.2 JLNE1ee7

createdby the artists from the workshop of one of the most
prominent painters of Sultan Osman II's reign where
Naqqàsh Hasan, Ahmad NaqshT,Qalandár Pasha and MTr
Sa'Id Muhammad (Mehmet) worked [19].
The tradition of illushation of Firdawsls poem was
several centuries old by the early seventeenth century.
During this period some illustrations became almost
obligatory for all aÍists, independentlyof their school or
their individual attitudes. For instance, such episode as
"Rustam warding
off the stone thrown at him by Bahman"
(cf. e. g. a miniature on the same subject in the MS from
the Dorn collection in the National Library of Russia[20])
was pictured quite traditionally. Rustam was shown in
a unnaturalpose, with the leopard helmet on his head (see
miniature in our MS on fol. 94a). Tlte miniature illustrating
an episodewith Isfandiyár slaughteringthe dragon (cf. e. g.
a correspondingminiature from Shah-nama of Firdawsr,
published by Sotheby'sand Aboulala Soudavar[21]) was
also almost identical in numerous copies of FirdawsÍs
work.
Despite a number of investigationsdedicatedto Turkish painting has appeared recently 1221,Ottoman paintrng,
rare in western and especially in Russian collections,has
not received sufficient reflection. We cannot but sharethe
opinion of Ernst Grube that the very specialqualitiesof the
Ottoman style of painting set it apart from any other school
in the Islamic world. It differs greatly from both the lyrical
grace of the Persian miniatures and the detailed perfection
of Mughal painting. Notable also is the fact that Byzantine
painting, as well as European,in particular,Italian one, had
but insignificanteffect on the Ottoman art of painting since
the time of Gentile Bellini's visit to Istanbul around
l4l7 1231,or between 1419 and 14811241.Although the
influence of Italian painting was considerable during
MehmetII's rule (r.1451-1481), it was strongin the genre
of portrait painting alone.
The Persianstyle most noticeably influencedthe Ottoman painting beginning from the early sixteenth cenfury
and attained its zenith to the end of the century. The channel of this influence was not only the Persian artists and
numerous Persian manuscripts brought to Istanbul by
Selim I (r. 1512-1520) as a resultof his campaignsagainst
Safavid Iran. The models for Ottoman artists were also
luxurious Persian manuscriptspresentedto Ottoman sultans. It is known that the splendid illuminated Shah-nqma
(the famous Edmond Arthur Houghton Shah-nama1251,
dating back to ca. 1522-1540 [26]) was sent in 1566-61
by Sháh Tahmàsp (1524-1576) ro SelimII (r. 15661574)as a gift on the occasionofthe Sultan'sascendingthe
thrown.
A Safavid delegation of 320 officials and
400 merchantsarrived then in the Ottoman capital with presents laden on thirty-four camels. A list of the gifts was
made by Ottoman officials. The Qur'án (supposedlycopied
by Imám 'Ah; d. 661) and a copy of the Shah-nama decorated with
'were258 miniatures (its copying had taken fwenry
years)
shown as the most precious items of these

sífts1271.
In February
1594,SultanMurádIII(r. 1574-1595)

had got amongstthe other gifts from 'Abdalláh II, who was
sent as an ambassadorofUzbek-khàn, anotherfine copy of
the Shah-nama dated by 1564-65 and illustrated with
twenty-eight miniatures made in the Bukharian style of that
time. In September1619, Shah 'Abbás (1587-1629) sent
to Sultan OsmanII several manuscripts richly decorated
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with miniatures, together with other valuable gifts, such as
elephants,a panther,and rhinoceros[28].
Copiesof FirdawsÍs Shah-namaperformed by Turkish
artists have been cataloguedby M. And. A major part of
them is now preserved in the Topkapr Sarayr Museum
(8 MSS), in the Library of the IstanbulUniversity (3 MSS),
in the British Library (l MS), in the collection of Edwin
Binney 3rd (1 MS), in the New York Public Library, the
SpencerCollection (1 MS) in the BibliothèqueNationale in
Paris (1 MS), and in the Uppsala University Library
(1 MS). In all, there preservedsix hundred miniatures[29].
The collection of the St. PetersburgBranch of the Institute
of Oriental Studies (Russian Academy of Sciences)possessestwo more copies of the versified Turkish translation
of Shah-namadating back to the seventeenthcentury (call
numbers:B 3690 - first volume, E 8 - full copy). In both
of them Sharlf AmidT is named as the author of the writings. MS E 8 has two miniatures made by rather dainty
hand[30]. They are not menrionedby M. And.
As was mentioned,our MS contains 29 miniaturesthe
Iist of which we are giving here. They are typical of the
seventeenth-centuryOttoman miniature painting that absorbedmany elementsof various schoolsof Persianpainting. In Dr Akimushkin's opinion, all the miniatures of the
manuscriptwere producedin the manner close to the ShTráz
commercial style. Some of them, however, representthe
sryle suffereda great influence of TabrZ, or rather Qazwrn.
The miniaturesrelatedto this last one are marked in our list
with a "Q" (the figures in the brackets are given to single
out the peculiaritiesof the miniatures inside this group, reflecting probably the individuality of the artists):
1) fol. 6a - "Bizhan killing Hlmàn";
2) fol. 12b - "G0darz killing Pr-ràn"(Q 3);
3) fol. 20b - "Kay-Khusraw killing Shïda";
4) fol. 50b - "Gushtasp leading captured Ilyás to
Qaysar"(Q 3);
5) fol. 61a - "Battle betweenIraniansand Turanians";
6) fol. 78b - "Battle of Isfandiyárwith the Dragon";
7) fol.94a - "Rustam warding off the stone thrown at
him by Bahman" (Q 2);
8) fol. I 16a- "Rustam and Zivára fallen in the wolf
trap. Rustam killing Shigad who has hidden behind
a platan";
9) fol. 135b- "Bahman ordering to finish off
Faramarzshootby the anows" (Q 3);
l0) fol. l46a- "Pashutan persuading Bahman to
free Zà1";
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1I ) fol. I 57b - "Barzïn Azar defeating the Black
Man" (Q 3);
12) fol. l70a- "Bahman perishing in the Dragon's
throat" (Q 3);
l3) fol. 193a- "IskandardefeatingFÍir";
14) fol. l96a- "Iskandarat the court of eaydafa";
15) fol. 205a- "Iskandar listening to Isráfil";
16) fol. 233a- "Sháp{ir destroying the eaysar's
camp" (Q l);
l7) fol. 239a- "Bahrám Ghrlr hunring";
18) fol. 243a- "Bahràm GhEr's enthronement after
his killing the lions";
19) fol. 258a- "Bahràm and Shingil watching
chawgdnplayers";
20) fol. 276a- "Niishirvan assaulting the Riim citadel";
2l) fol. 289a- "Anival of the Khaqán's daughter to
NÍshirván";
22) fol.296b - "Buzurjmihr at the courr of NÍishirwán
guessesthe riddle ofthe R0m envoy";
23) fol. 309a- "Hurmuzd
appointing
Bahrám
Chiib-rnathe commander of the battle with the Sháh Sàva";
24)fol.3l5a-"Bahràm
Chtiblna defeatine Sàva"

(Qa);

25) fol.329b- "Bahràm Chribr-nabeing pursued by
Khusraw Parwrz who kills his horse with the Gustakhim's
anow" (Q l);
26) fol. 338a - "Angel Suriish saving Khusraw parwÍ2":
"BahrAm
27)fol.346bChiibrna's fighting with the
Kappï lion" (Q 2);
28) fol. 356b - "Khusraw and Shrrln";
29) fol.368a - "Shepherd of
Khusraw killing
Yazdigird"
This article is not aiming to give a full scholarly analysis of the miniatures presented in the manuscript. Our aim
was much more modest - that is, to call attention of specialists to this most valuable illushated Ottoman copy of
Firdawsís Shah-nama preserved in the St. petersburg
University Library. Taking into account that Ottoman illustrated manuscripts are not numerous and every item is of
great interestto the scholars,we decided to give a description of the MS in this article. We hope that this brief presentation will attract the attention of all those interested
in the field.
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8 lt is interestingthat in the Persianmanuscript
of Firdawsïs shàh-nama, discoveredby professor piemontese
in the central Na_
ttonai Library of Florence' dating back to 30
Muhanam 614/9 May l2r1,there are above-linear
glossesand transrationinto ottoman
Turkish This incompleteat the beginning and
at the end copy appearedin Rome at the time
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in the British Museum(London, lggg), p. 153;
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'Ifiniattrres(London' 1969); Norah M Titley,
Persian Miniature Painting and itsInfluence
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LibraryCollections(London, I 9g3), p. 147.
I l. Mehmed Tahir, OsmanhMnellifleri, (lstanbul,
l33g/19lg- 20), p. 256.
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l9g7), p.32; Titley, op. cit.,p. 14g.
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niniatiurakh xIV-xwI
vekov. persian-Ta1ik poetry in the xIV-xvII
centuries Miniatures (front USSRCollectionsl(Dushanbe, 1974),p.
119.
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the Art and History Trust Collectíon(New york,
1992),p. 164.
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the lSth century in the Collection of Hans p. Kraus(New york,
1973),p.205.
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Arthur Houghton,Jr.
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op.
cit.,p.
164.
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the Tardluma-yí shah-nama, a manusc'pt (call
number 1378)in the St. perersburgStateUniversityLibrary
coilection,tot. aa,zt.s x 15.0cm.
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court of Qavdafa", miniature from the same
manuscript, for. 196a,
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Plate 3. "Bahràm Ghlr Hunting", miniature from
the samemanuscript,fol. 239a,26.r x 15.0 cm.
Plate 4' "Arriving of the Khàqán's Daughter
to Nushirwàn", miniature from the same
manuscript,
fol. 289a, 29.4 x 20.8 cm.
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Plate 5'
at the court of N[shirwàn Guessesthe Ridd]e
of the Rum Envoy,,, miniature from
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